INAF-Osservatorio Astronomico di Padova
Copernico and Schmidt telescopes of Cima Ekar

AFOSC/ADONI/Schmidt Large and ECHELLE programs (visitor mode)

The proposal should be sent to proposal.oapd@inaf.it before December 18, 2019

1. Scientific Justification (max 1 pag, figures included)

2. Immediate Objectives (max 1 pag, figures included)

3. Justification of requested observing time (half page)

4. Observational background of the applicants and their capability to support the request observing time (half page)

5. Results already reached with observations obtained with the Cima Ekar telescopes during the last 2 years (if any, published or in preparation). Papers without the due acknowledgment will not be counted.

6. Additional notes (half page)

7. Instrument Set-up (cross the corresponding box)
   AFOSC:
   Slits 1.26”; 1.69”; 2.50”; 4.22”; others: (see manual)
   Filtri: u-Sloan[ ]; B[ ]; V[ ]; g-Sloan[ ]; r-Sloan[ ]; i-Sloan[ ]; z-Sloan[ ]; others (see manual)
   Grisms: gm#4[ ]; VPH6[ ]; VPH7[ ]; others: (see manual)
   Polarimetro [ ]
   SCHMIDT: B[ ]; V[ ]; u[ ]; g[ ]; r[ ], i[ ]
ECHELLE:
Write here the request set-up (see manual)

ADONI:
Fixed set-up